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Abstract
We provide a prescription to compute the gravitational multipole moments of compact objects for asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes. Our prescription builds upon a
recent definition of the gravitational multipole moments in terms of Noether charges
associated to specific vector fields, within the residual harmonic gauge, dubbed multipole symmetries. We first derive the multipole symmetries for spacetimes which are
asymptotically de Sitter; we also show that these symmetry vector fields eliminate the
non-propagating degrees of freedom from the linearized gravitational wave equation in
a suitable gauge. We then apply our prescription to the Kerr-de Sitter black hole and
compute its multipole structure. Our result recovers the Geroch-Hansen moments of
the Kerr black hole in the limit of vanishing cosmological constant.
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Introduction and summary of the results

The multipole moments associated with a gravitational field have always been relevant and
important in the study of various solutions arising from General Relativity, since its early
days. These studies involving multipole moments have impacted many areas of research
ranging from mathematical physics to astrophysics. The study of multipole moments in
various contexts has become even more timely, since the discovery of gravitational waves
[1–7]. The observation of gravitational waves from coalescence of binary compact objects
can have potential applications in order to address questions about the nature of compact
objects, such as black holes, neutron stars and the binary systems thereof [8–14]. Future
space-based gravitational wave detectors, besides mass and spin, will be also able to measure
the quadrupole mass moment of a supermassive object in a binary system with great accuracy
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[9, 15, 16], as well as put bounds on four leading order multipole moments in the high mass
ratio (∼ 10) limit [17].
In General Relativity, the gravitational field is decomposed in two sets of multipole moments — the mass and the spin moments [18–20]. Using the Penrose’s conformal completion
technique, a geometrical definition of the multipole moments for static, asymptotically flat
spacetimes was pioneered by Geroch [21, 22]. Later, Geroch’s definition was generalised to
the stationary case by Hansen [23]. Subsequently, Beig, Simon and Kundu [24–28] had developed further properties of the multipole moments for stationary and asymptotically flat
spacetimes. On the other hand, imposing no incoming radiation for linearized radiating
gravitational fields, Thorne [29] provided a definition of multipole moments for asymptotically flat spacetimes. Thorne’s moments are defined within the harmonic gauge, upon
further fixing the residual gauge, where the gravitational field is expanded in spherical harmonics and the multipole moments are read from such an expansion. Thorne’s definition
applies also to stationary non-linear configurations in General Relativity and it is shown to
be equivalent to the Geroch–Hansen’s definition for stationary spacetimes, up to a choice
of normalization [30]. More recent developments about gravitational multipole moments in
asymptotically flat spacetime can be found in [31–37].
Intriguingly, the multipole moments of a black hole have very simple structures: e.g.,
the multipole moments of a Kerr black hole only depends on its mass and spin [22, 23].
However, such is not the situation for neutron stars or for the exotic compact objects. The
multipole structures of these objects are much more complex and are very much distinct
from one another. Thus the study of the multipole structure of a compact object may
reveal its true nature and interesting properties. For example, for a Kerr black hole all
the odd mass moments and even spin moments are identically zero, however for certain
fuzzball states odd mass moments and even spin moments do exist [38–41]. Therefore, if the
gravitational wave observations tell us that the odd mass moments and even spin moments
of the merging compact objects are indeed non-zero, then the fuzzball models will become
particularly relevant. This shows the importance of understanding the multipole moments
of compact objects in greater detail.
As emphasized earlier, the multipole moments of gravitational fields are well understood
for asymptotically flat spacetimes, however they remain largely unexplored for asymptotically non-flat and in particular for asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes. This is because
the Geroch-Hansen as well as the formalism of Thorne depend crucially on the asymptotic
flatness of the spacetime. Though there are instances where the formalism can be applied
for asymptotically non-flat spacetimes: this is the case for spacetimes with NUT charge [42],
because the relevant codimension-1 hypersurfaces are asymptotically flat even in the presence of NUT charge and the Geroch-Hansen formalism is readily applicable. On the other
hand, for asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes these codimension-1 hypersurfaces are non-flat,
3

rendering the known analysis of multipole moments inapplicable.
The aim of this work is to start filling this gap in the literature and provide a definition
of gravitational multipole moments for asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes.
The mass and spin multipole moments have been recently defined for a generic metric
theory of gravity in terms of the Noether charges associated with the so-called multipole
symmetries,1 that are specific residual transformations in the harmonic gauge [37]. This
definition also agrees with the previous results of Thorne for linearized radiating spacetimes and the Geroch-Hansen formalism for stationary spacetimes. At this outset, let us
briefly summarize the main strategy to compute multipole moments in [37]. The main idea
is to extract the multipole moments from the radial expansion of the metric tensor. For
asymptotically flat spacetimes, following Thorne [29], one has to reach the harmonic gauge
as explained earlier. Upon fixing the harmonic gauge, one is left with its residual gauge
transformations. In [37], it was demonstrated that the multipole symmetries are actually
residual gauge transformations preserving the asymptotic behaviour of the lapse function
and shift vector. The next step in the analysis of [37] is to compute the Noether charges
associated with the multipole symmetries. Explicit expressions for the surface charges in the
four-dimensional General Relativity can be found in [44, 45]. The multipole moments of the
solution are identified from the Noether charges upon a regularization procedure.
In this paper, we wish to extend the method of [37], as outlined above, for asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes. More specifically, we achieve three main results — (a) Our first
result is to write down the de Sitter spacetime in harmonic gauge; surprisingly, de Sitter
spacetime was never written in the harmonic gauge before, to the best of our knowledge.
Expressing the de Sitter spacetime in the harmonic gauge is instrumental to derive the residual harmonic gauge transformations and, among these, the multipole symmetries preserving
certain fall-off conditions for asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes. These fall-off conditions
are such that they preserve the lapse function and the shift vector, analogously as in [37]. (b)
We also provide an alternative derivation of the multipole symmetries to be those residual
gauge transformations that eliminate the non-propagating degrees of freedom in the linearized outgoing wave solutions around de Sitter background. This different interpretation
of multipole symmetries sheds more light over the physics of the multipole symmetries and
complements the original derivation carried out in [37]. (c) Finally, in order to apply our
findings on a concrete example, we compute the multipole structure of the Kerr-de Sitter
black hole. In particular, we provide explicit computation of the first few mass and spin
multipole moments. Our expressions reproduce the well-known mass and angular momentum of the Kerr-de Sitter black hole and, in the limit of asymptotically flat spacetime, we
recover the Geroch-Hansen’s multipole moments of the Kerr black hole.
1

The concept of multipole symmetries and the relation with multipole moments has been originally
introduced in [43] in the context of Maxwell electrodynamics.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly present different coordinate
systems for the de Sitter spacetime, which will be relevant for our purpose. Section 3 deals
with writing down the de Sitter metric in the harmonic gauge. In section 4, exploiting the
residual harmonic gauge freedom, we obtain the multipole symmetries for asymptotically
de Sitter spacetimes. In section 5, we provide the linearized gravitational wave equation
in de Sitter background, and we obtain the multipole symmetries from the residual gauge
transformations of the linearized theory. Finally, in section 6, we compute the multipole
moments of the Kerr de Sitter spacetime. We conclude with a summary and perspectives
for future works. Two appendices contain — (a) the technical derivation of converting the
de Sitter metric to harmonic coordinates and (b) the exact analytic expressions of the first
few mass and spin multipole moments of the Kerr-de Sitter black hole.
Notation and conventions: We adopt the mostly positive signature convention, i.e., the
Minkowski metric in the Cartesian coordinate system takes the form: diag(−, +, +, +). The
Greek indices run over all the spacetime coordinates, while the Latin indices run over the
spatial coordinates. Furthermore, we set the fundamental constants, such that c = 1 = G.

2

Brief review of the de Sitter spacetime

We briefly review the de Sitter spacetime to point out the key features and the coordinate
charts we will be using in this work. Unlike the Minkowski spacetime, which admits a natural,
global Cartesian coordinate chart, the de Sitter spacetime has several charts appropriate
for different situations — the global, Poincaré and static patches. Furthermore, the de
Sitter spacetime is a solution to the equations: Rµν = Λgµν , where Λ is referred to as the
cosmological constant term.
The de Sitter spacetime is most naturally defined as the hyperboloid in the five dimensional Minkowski spacetime, which also introduces a set of coordinates covering the full de
Sitter spacetime, known as the global patch. The global patch is covered by the coordinates
(τ, χ, θ, φ), and the de Sitter metric is given by
ds2 = −dτ 2 +

 2

1
2
2
2
2
2
cosh
(Hτ
)
dχ
+
sin
χ
dθ
+
sin
θdφ
,
H2

(2.1)

p
where H := (Λ/3) is the Hubble constant. As evident from the above metric, the global
topology of the de Sitter spacetime is R × S 3 ; see Fig. 1. In the global chart, the axial
symmetry of the de Sitter spacetime is guaranteed by the Killing vector (∂/∂φ). However,
unlike the Minkowski spacetime, (∂/∂τ ) is not a Killing vector in the global coordinates.
Among the other coordinate systems associated with the de Sitter spacetime, the Poincaré
patch, which constitutes the causal future (past) of observers and covers “half” of the global
5
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Figure 1: ABCD denotes the global chart, ABD is a Poincaré patch, while AED is a static patch. The angular
coordinates, θ and φ, are suppressed. An observer, represented by the world line DA, has its causal future
J + spanning the region DBA and is one of the Poincaré patches. Its spacelike boundary, denoted by the line
AB, is the future “null” infinity, J + .

chart is of much interest. As we will see, in the cosmological context and for our current purpose of studying compact sources in the de Sitter background, the Poincaré patch will turn
out to be very useful. There are two natural coordinate charts for the Poincaré patch: (a)
the conformal chart with coordinates (η, xi ), and (b) the cosmological chart with coordinates
(t, xi ). In the conformal chart (η, xi ), the de Sitter metric takes the form
ds2 = a2 (η) −dη 2 + δij dxi dxj



,

(2.2)

where a(η) = −(Hη)−1 with η ∈ (−∞, 0). A drawback of the conformal coordinates is
that they are not suitable for studying the flat limit Λ → 0 (or, equivalently H → 0); see,
e.g., [46] (however also see, [47]). Thus one is led to adopt the cosmological coordinates,
with the cosmic time t being related to the conformal time η via η := −(1/H)e−Ht . In these
coordinates (t, xi ), the line element for the de Sitter spacetime becomes
ds2 = −dt2 + e2Ht δij dxi dxj



.

(2.3)

This is the most well-known form for the de Sitter metric and it will be used extensively in
this work.
The Poincaré patch has a seven dimensional isometry group — three spatial rotations,
three spatial translations and one time translation. In order to find out the Killing vector
field of time translations, we let t → t + δt in Eq. (2.3), where δt is taken to be infinitesimal.
6

This time translation changes the de Sitter line element and hence in order to make the de
Sitter metric in the Poincaré patch invariant, we must have the following transformation for
the spatial coordinates: xi → xi − Hxi δt. Hence, the Killing vector field generating the time
translation in the cosmological coordinate system is
tµ ∂µ = ∂t − Hxi ∂i .

(2.4)

This vector will also play an important role in the study of multipole symmetries of de Sitter
spacetime.
The third patch, corresponding to “half” of the Poincaré patch, is referred to as the
static patch; see Fig. 1. This is a natural patch for an isolated body or a black hole with
a stationary neighbourhood. This patch of de Sitter spacetime can be covered by static
coordinates (T, R, θ, φ). In these coordinates, the line element of the de Sitter spacetime
becomes


dR2
 + R2 dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 .
(2.5)
ds2 = − 1 − H 2 R2 dT 2 +
1 − H 2 R2
The existence of two Killing vector fields, (∂/∂T ) and (∂/∂φ), is clear from the line element
above; correspondingly, the spacetime has both axial and time-translational symmetries. It
should be emphasized that the Killing2 vector field (∂/∂T ) becomes null on the cosmological
horizon of the de Sitter spacetime located at R = H −1 .
Let us conclude this section with a side remark about the global isometry group in the
three patches of the de Sitter spacetime. The ten dimensional isometry group of the full
de Sitter spacetime is reduced to a seven dimensional subgroup in the Poincaré patch, and
to a four dimensional subgroup in the static patch [48]. The symmetry reduction of the
global isometry group can be best understood along the following lines: the null hyperplane
BD (see Fig. 1) can be thought of as adding an additional boundary to the full de Sitter
spacetime. Hence, the symmetry generators which are not tangential to BD are absent in
the Poincaré patch. Similarly for the static patch, the Killing fields which are not tangential
to the cosmological horizon are not symmetry generators in the static patch.

3

de Sitter metric in the harmonic gauge

The harmonic gauge, also known as the de Donder gauge, plays a crucial role in solving
the Einstein’s equations [20]. The harmonic gauge is usually the favourite gauge where to
read off the multipole moments from the spherical harmonic decomposition of the metric
2

It is immediate to show that the Killing vector, defined in Eq. (2.4) in the cosmological coordinates,
transforms to (∂/∂T ) in the static coordinates. For that purpose one simply has to note that ∂/∂t =
(1 − H 2 R2 )(∂/∂T ) + HR(∂/∂R) and r(∂/∂r) = R(∂/∂R) + HR2 /(1 − H 2 R2 )(∂/∂T ), such that, (∂/∂t) −
Hr(∂/∂r) = (∂/∂T ).
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tensor [29]. In addition, the residual harmonic gauge symmetry is intimately connected with
the nature of the multipole moments of any compact object [37]. Given the metric tensor
gµν , the harmonic gauge condition is given by
√
(3.1)
∂ν ( −gg µν ) = 0 .
To impose the harmonic gauge condition on the metric gµν , we first perform the coordinate
transformation x0µ = f µ (x). Subsequently, imposing the harmonic gauge condition on the
metric in the x0µ coordinate system amounts to
p
 p
0 0
∂ν 0
−g 0 g µ ν = −g 0 g0 x0µ = 0 ,
(3.2)
where g0 := g µν ∇µ ∇ν . Hence, choosing each coordinate x0µ to be harmonic in the metric
gµν , i.e., satisfying g0 x0µ = 0, ensures that the harmonic gauge condition holds in the new
coordinates. We will employ this procedure to transform the de Sitter metric to harmonic
coordinates in all the three coordinate patches discussed in the previous section.
Intriguingly, despite being one of the most familiar solution to the Einstein’s equations
with a cosmological constant, to our knowledge, harmonic coordinates for de Sitter spacetime do not exist in the literature. Even though we can provide the transformation of all the
three coordinate patches to harmonic coordinates, here we provide the explicit coordinate
transformation from the cosmological coordinates to the harmonic coordinates, since it will
be of relevance in what follows. We relegate to Appendix A the explicit coordinate transformations that bring the de Sitter metric in global and static coordinates to the harmonic
form.
As discussed in the previous section, the Poincaré patch of the de Sitter spacetime can
be described by the cosmological coordinates (t, xi ), with the associated line element given
by Eq. (2.3), for which

√
−gg µν = diag −a(t)3 , a(t), a(t), a(t) ,
(3.3)
where a(t) := eHt . Therefore, it follows that the cosmological coordinates are not harmonic
√
since ∂µ ( −gg µ0 ) = −3He3Ht 6= 0. In order to obtain the harmonic coordinates for de Sitter
in the Poincaré patch, we introduce a new set of coordinates x̄α , such that g x̄α = 0, where
g is associated with the metric given in Eq. (2.3). Expanding out the above harmonic
gauge condition, we obtain the following differential equation for the new coordinates



1
3
ij 1
− 3 ∂t a ∂t + δ 3 ∂i (a∂j ) x̄α = 0 .
(3.4)
a
a
We now have to choose an appropriate coordinate transformation, such that the above
differential equation can be satisfied. For our purpose it will suffice to perform the following
coordinate transformation
x̄ = x,

ȳ = y,

z̄ = z,
8

t̄ = f (t) ,

(3.5)

where f (t) is an arbitrary function of the cosmic time. It is straightforward to verify that
Eq. (3.4) is indeed obeyed for all the spatial coordinates, while for the time coordinate it
yields the following differential equation
 
 2 
df
df
+ 3H
=0.
(3.6)
2
dt
dt
Solving this differential equation for the function f (t), equipped with the boundary conditions f (t = 0) = 0 and (df /dt)(t = 0) = 1 (these boundary conditions are necessary to have
a smooth flat spacetime limit), we obtain,
t̄ := f (t) =


1
1 − e−3Ht .
3H

(3.7)

Therefore, the line element of the Poincaré patch of the de Sitter spacetime takes the following
form in the harmonic coordinates
ds2 = −


dt̄2
−2/3
dx2 + dy 2 + dz 2 .
2 + (1 − 3H t̄)
(1 − 3H t̄)

(3.8)

It can again be verified that, with somewhat long but straightforward algebra, that the de
Sitter metric in the above coordinate system indeed satisfies the harmonic gauge condition.
Having determined the harmonic coordinates for the de Sitter spacetime in the Poincaré
patch, we will proceed to find out the residual gauge symmetry and the vector fields generating these symmetries. As we will demonstrate, these vector fields will be crucial in obtaining
the multipole symmetries and hence the multipole moments of compact objects living in
an asymptotically de Sitter spacetime. We will determine these multipole symmetry vector
fields in the next section.

4

Residual harmonic gauge and multipole symmetries

We are now in the position to discuss the residual harmonic gauge transformations and
hence derive the vector fields from which the multipole moments, in terms of the Noether
charges, can be associated. We choose an operational definition of asymptotically de Sitter
spacetimes such that in harmonic gauge our metric matches with that of Eq. (2.3) in the
asymptotic regime. For our purpose it will suffice to consider a constant cosmological time
t such that the asymptotic regime corresponds to the r → ∞ limit, which is also identical
to the rphys := reHt → ∞. Since this corresponds to the point B in Fig. 1, which is the
analogue to spatial infinity i0 in asymptotically flat spacetime, we will use this limit to
define the multipole moments. Therefore, following [37], here also we demand the following
asymptotic conditions on the metric components
g0µ = ḡ0µ + O(1/rphys )
9

(4.1)

Here ḡµν denotes the background de Sitter spacetime. It should also be noticed that Eq. (4.1)
is a non-tensorial relation and hence must be used in the harmonic coordinates, such that ḡµν
satisfies the harmonic gauge condition (note that the radial distance remains the same in both
cosmological and harmonic coordinates). The vector field ξ µ will preserve this asymptotic
conditions given in Eq. (4.1) if it satisfies asymptotically the following relation
£ξ ḡ0µ := ξ α ∂α ḡ0µ + ḡµα ∂0 ξ α + ḡα0 ∂µ ξ α = O(1/rphys ) .

(4.2)

For the harmonic coordinates in the Poincaré patch and for the component µ = 0, Eq. (4.2)
becomes ξ α ∂α g00 + 2g0α ∂0 ξ α = 0. This yields the following solution for the time component
of the vector field ξ µ in harmonic coordinates
ξ 0 = (1 − 3H t̄) (x) + O(1/rphys ) ,

(4.3)

where (x) is an arbitrary function of the spatial coordinates x. Similarly, for the spatial
components of the asymptotic condition given in Eq. (4.2), we obtain the following differential
equation for the vector field ξ α
ξ α ∂α g0i + g0α ∂i ξ α + giα ∂0 ξ α = O(1/rphys ) ,

(4.4)

Using Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4), the solution for the spatial components, in the harmonic
coordinates, is given by
i
1 h
1 − (1 − 3H t̄)2/3 δ ij ∂j (x) + ζ i (x) + O(1/rphys ) .
(4.5)
ξi =
2H
Thus, it follows that under the diffeomorphism xµ → xµ + ξ µ , the change in the de Sitter
metric satisfies the necessary asymptotic boundary condition given by Eq. (4.1), provided
the time and spatial components of ξ µ are given by Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.5), respectively.
The unknown functions, (x) and ζ i (x), appearing in the components of the vector
field ξ µ above, are arbitrary as of now. However the vector field should satisfy one more
additional condition, namely the harmonic gauge condition ḡ ξ µ = 0 in the background de
Sitter spacetime. We must emphasize that ḡ ξ µ = 0 should be understood as four scalar
equations, for each one of the four functions ξ µ (for a detailed discussion along these lines,
see [19]). The time component of the above equation, ḡ ξ α = 0, demands that the function
(x) must satisfy the following differential equation3
δ ij ∂i ∂j (x) = 0 .

(4.6)

While the spatial components of the equation, ḡ ξ α = 0, yields the following differential
equation for ξ i , in the harmonic coordinates
3

As we are interested in computing multipole symmetry vector in asymptotic regime, we neglect
O(1/rphys ) in the rest of the section to avoid cluttering in notation.
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−∂t̄2 ξ i + (1 − 3H t̄)−4/3 δ kl ∂k ∂l ξ i = 0 .

(4.7)

Substituting for the spatial components of the vector field ξ i from Eq. (4.5) and using
Eq. (4.6), we obtain the following differential equation for the spatial vector field ζ i
δ kl ∂k ∂l ζ i (x) − Hδ ij ∂j (x) = 0 ,

(4.8)

whose solution can be written as
ζ = −r × ∇1 (x) + ∇2 (x) − Hr + V ,

(4.9)

where 1 (x) and 2 (x) are two harmonic functions satisfying Eq. (4.6). Moreover, we have
defined ∇ := δ ij ∂i (x)∂j , and × denotes the cross product defined in the three dimensional
Euclidean space. Further, the vector field V is the inhomogeneous part of Eq. (4.8) satisfied
by ζ i . This vector field is discarded since it does not play any role in General Relativity [37].
A similar analysis can be performed for the global and the static patch of the de Sitter
spacetime as well. However, in our subsequent discussions, we will restrict ourselves to the
harmonic coordinates of the de Sitter metric in the Poincaré patch, since this will turn out to
be the most useful for the ensuing discussions. For this reason, we wish to express the above
vector field ξ µ in the cosmological coordinates, rather than in the harmonic coordinates. A
simple coordinate transformation, following section 3, between the two sets of coordinates,
yields


 ij
1
µ
µ
−2Ht
i
ξ = (x) (∂t ) +
1−e
δ ∂j (x) + ζ (x) (∂i )µ .
(4.10)
2H
Substituting the above solution for ζ i , as in Eq. (4.9), in the above expression for the residual
gauge vector field ξ µ in the cosmological coordinates, we obtain,
ξ µ = (x) (∂t )µ


 ij
1
i
−2Ht
+
1−e
δ ∂j (x) + (−r × ∇(x) + ∇(x) − Hr) (∂i )µ ,
2H

(4.11)

where (x) satisfies the equation ∇2 (x) = 0, with ∇2 being the three-dimensional Laplacian
operator. This vector field ξ µ is the multipole symmetry vector field. In particular, we can
decompose the above multipole symmetry vector field into three sets, namely

1
1 − e−2Ht ∇(x) − Hxi ∂i ,
2H
L := −r × ∇(x) ,

K := (x)∂t +

P := ∇(x) .

(4.12a)
(4.12b)
(4.12c)
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Most importantly, in the limit, H → 0, the above multipole symmetry vectors reduce to
those of the asymptotically flat spacetime [37]. Hence, following the flat spacetime analogy,
one can identify the vector field K as the generator of the mass multipole moments, L
as the generator of the spin multipole moments and P as the generator of the momentum
multipole moments. Notice that, except for K , both L and P are identical to their flat
spacetime counterparts. This is expected, since the isometry group of the Poincaré patch
includes both rotation and spatial translation symmetries as that of the flat spacetime,
but the mass multipole symmetry vector gets modified by the presence of the cosmological
constant.
As evident from the above structure of the vector fields K , L and P , the multipole
symmetries Eq. (4.12) depend on the harmonic function (x), whose decomposition consists
of irregular and regular solid spherical harmonics. These are given by, r−(`+1) Y`m (θ, φ) and
r` Y`m (θ, φ), respectively. The first branch, which are irregular at r = 0, are simply gauge
transformations and hence discarded4 ; the second branch, instead, is used to decompose the
harmonic function (x) as
(x) =

`
∞ X
X

`m r` Y`m (θ, φ) ,

(4.13)

`=0 m=−`

where `m are arbitrary coefficients. We notice that for the l = 0 and l = 1 modes, the
multipole symmetries in Eq. (4.12) reduce to the background symmetries of the de Sitter
spacetime, discussed in section 2. We will now demonstrate, that the vector associated with
the residual gauge symmetry, also arises from the gauge freedom of the linear gravitational
perturbations around de Sitter background.

5

Linearized perturbation of de Sitter spacetime

In this section, we will consider linear gravitational perturbation of the de Sitter background
in the cosmological coordinates. This will enable us to provide the perturbation equations
in the cosmological coordinates along with the associated gauge choice simplifying the equations. It turns out that there is still a residual gauge freedom left in these perturbation
equations, which enables us to eliminate the non-dynamical degrees of freedom and yields
a symmetry vector identical to the one derived in section 4. This provides a completely
independent way of deriving the multipole symmetries, further bolstering our claims in the
4

Another reason to discard the branch of irregular solid spherical harmonics is the following [37]: we want
to probe the multipole moments, that naively are the coefficients of the 1/r expansion of the metric tensor.
In order to extract such coefficients, one needs a vector field that – after being contracted with the metric
tensor and derivative thereof – gives us access to the r−l component of the metric tensor. This is achieved
by the regular branch of the solid spherical harmonics.
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previous section. We start by fixing the gauge condition associated with the linear perturbation equations.

5.1

Fixing the wave gauge: evolution of the linear gravitational
perturbations

The gravitational perturbation around the de Sitter background is often considered in the
conformal coordinates (η, x, y, z) [49–51]. However, for our current purpose, it will prove
useful to consider the gravitational perturbations around de Sitter spacetime in the cosmological coordinates (t, x, y, z). This is primarily because the residual gauge symmetry has the
cleanest expression in the cosmological coordinates and can be compared to the corresponding expression for the flat spacetime with ease. The de Sitter metric in the cosmological
coordinates has already been presented in Eq. (2.3), for which the non-zero components of
the Christoffel connections are
Γ0 ij = He2Ht δij ,

Γi 0j = Hδji .

(5.1)

Given the above expressions for the non-zero connection components and the fact that the
background de Sitter spacetime is maximally symmetric, one can determine the differential
equation satisfied by the gravitational perturbation hµν . To linear order in hµν , one obtains
the following wave equations in the de Sitter background




¯ µ Bν + ∇
¯ ν Bµ − ḡµν ∇
¯ α B α − 2Λ e
¯e
hµν − e
hḡµν = −16πTµν ,

hµν − ∇
3

(5.2)

where, as in the previous section, the “bar” denotes quantities evaluated for the background
de Sitter spacetime. Also in the above expression, we have used the trace-reversed pertur¯ αe
bation e
hµν := hµν − (1/2)ḡµν h and its covariant divergence Bµ := ∇
hαµ .
The above equation for the gravitational perturbation looks complicated and thus we
need to impose an appropriate gauge condition in order to simplify it further. In the case
of asymptotically flat background, one often chooses the Lorenz gauge condition, Bµ = 0, to
simplify the perturbation equations. However, in the present context it is possible to choose
another gauge, which will simplify the above wave equation considerably.
For that purpose, let us concentrate on the wave equation associated with the spatial
components e
hij of the gravitational perturbation. We choose the following wave gauge
condition
Bµ := f (t)e
h0µ ,
(5.3)
where f (t) is an arbitrary function. For this choice of Bµ , taking a cue from Eq. (5.2), the
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linearized wave equation for e
hij becomes
h


hkl
hij − δij − 2H 2 e2Ht ḡ kle
hij + H∂0e
hij + 2H 2e
hij + e−2Ht δ mk ∂m ∂k e
−∂02e
i
+ f (t)He2Hte
h00 + e2Ht (df /dt)e
h00 + e2Ht f (t)∂0e
h00 − f (t)∂ k e
h0k


− (f (t) + 2H) ∂ie
h0j + ∂j e
h0i = −16πTij .

(5.4)

We observe that f (t) = −2H will simplify it considerably. Writing down this gauge
condition explicitly in terms of the trace reversed gravitational perturbation, we obtain
¯ αe
∇
hαµ = −2H e
h0µ . Imposing this condition, finally the wave equation for e
hij reads as


hij = −16πTij .
(5.5)
−∂02e
hij + H∂0e
hij + e−2Ht δ mk ∂m ∂k e
hij + 2H 2e
Note that the wave equation for e
hij decouples from the other components of the gravitational
perturbation.
¯e
Further, expanding out (
h00 ) for the background de Sitter spacetime in the cosmological
coordinates and using the gauge condition Bµ = −2H e
h0µ , introduced above, the evolution
equation for the time-time component of the gravitational perturbation e
h00 becomes
−∂02e
h00 + e−2Ht δ ij (∂i ∂j e
h00 ) − 3H∂0e
h00 − 2H 2e
h00 − 2H 2 e−2Ht δ ij e
hij = −16πT00 .

(5.6)

Unfortunately, unlike the wave equation for the spatial part of the gravitational perturbation,
the above wave equation for the e
h00 is a coupled differential equation. However, it is possible
to decouple the spatial and the temporal part of the gravitational perturbation by introducing
a redefined perturbation variable in favour of e
h00 . The first step is to take the trace of
Eq. (5.4) with respect to the flat spatial metric, which yields



−∂02 e−2Ht δ ij e
hij − 3H∂0 e−2Ht δ ij e
hij + e−2Ht ∂k ∂ k e−2Ht δ ij e
hij = −16πe−2Ht δ ij Tij . (5.7)
As a next step, we define a new perturbation variable
e := e
H
h00 + e−2Ht (δ ij e
hij ) .

(5.8)

Subsequently, summing up Eq. (5.6) and Eq. (5.7), and using the definition for the gravitae given above, we obtain the following wave equation for H
e
tional perturbation H
e + e−2Ht δ ij ∂i ∂j H
e − 3H∂0 H
e − 2H 2 H
e = −16π T00 + e−2Ht δ ij Tij
−∂02 H



.

(5.9)

e is decoupled, i.e., it depends on H
e alone
It is clear that the above wave equation for H
and not on other perturbation variables, as desired. Finally, the evolution equation for the
temporal-spatial part of the perturbation, i.e., for e
h0i , takes the following form
h0i + e−2Ht δ jk ∂j ∂k e
−∂02e
h0i − H∂0e
h0i = −16πT0i .
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(5.10)

Therefore, we have decoupled all the components of the gravitational perturbation, i.e.,
e a combination of purely tempopurely spatial part e
hij , spatial-temporal part e
h0i and H,
ral part and spatial part. This provides the desired wave equations for the gravitational
perturbations around the de Sitter spacetime in cosmological coordinates.
¯ αe
Concluding, as an aside remark, the wave gauge condition ∇
hαµ = −2H e
h0µ in the
cosmological coordinates becomes
hkl − H e
h0µ = 0 .
−∂0e
h0µ + e−2Ht ∂ j e
hjµ − Hδµ0 ḡ kle

(5.11)

As it will turn out, it will play an important role in the subsequent section, where we would
like to determine the corresponding residual gauge and highlight its connection with the
multipole symmetry vector fields.

5.2

Residual gauge transformations and multipole symmetries

In section 4, we have derived the multipole symmetry vector field ξ µ , see Eq. (4.11), in the
cosmological coordinates, which respect the harmonic gauge condition of the de Sitter spacetime and preserves the relevant asymptotic fall-off condition, as in Eq. (4.1). It is instructive
to see any connection between the multipole symmetries and the residual diffeomorphism
vector fields preserving the wave gauge condition Eq. (5.3)-Eq. (5.11), used in deriving the
wave equations for linear gravitational perturbation in the cosmological coordinates.
¯ αe
Suppose the wave gauge condition ∇
hαµ = −2H e
h0µ is preserved by the diffeomorphism
µ 5
generating vector field ξ , whose form we would like to determine. First of all, note that
under the transformation, xµ → xµ + ξ µ , the trace-reversed gravitational perturbation transforms as

¯ µ ξν + ∇
¯ ν ξµ − ḡµν ∇
¯ αξα .
δξ e
hµν = ∇
(5.12)
The covariant derivatives appearing in the above expression are in the background de Sitter
spacetime; expanding these derivatives in the cosmological coordinate yields

(5.13)
δξ e
hµν = ∂µ ξν + ∂ν ξµ − 2H δν0 ξµ + δµ0 ξν + Hξ0 ḡµν + 2Hξ0 δµ0 δν0 − ḡµν ḡ αβ ∂α ξβ .
¯ αe
Thus, the wave gauge condition ∇
hαµ = −2H e
h0µ , will also be modified under the above
diffeomorphism. As we want to preserve it, the vector field ξ µ must satisfy the following
differential equation


2H 0 ij
2
2
0
0 µν
¯
δβ δ ∂i ξj = 0 .
(5.14)
ξβ + 4H∂0 ξβ + 2H ξβ − 2H ξ0 δβ + 2Hδβ ḡ ∂µ ξν −
a2
5

As of now, this vector field is completely different from the multipole symmetry vector in Eq. (4.11).
Though, for convenience, we are using the same symbol to denote the diffeomorphism vector field in the
present context as well.
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Using explicitly the metric for the de Sitter spacetime in the cosmological coordinates, the
above differential equation can be reduced to a partial differential equation
ḡ µν ∂µ ∂ν ξβ + H∂0 ξβ + 2H 2 ξβ − 2H 2 δβ0 ξ0 − 2Hδβ0 ∂0 ξ0 = 0 .

(5.15)

In addition to the above condition on ξ µ , we would like to see if this vector field can also
e components of the gravitational perturbation. The e
be used to eliminate the e
h0i and H
h0i
component of the gravitational perturbation transforms under diffeomorphism as
δξ e
h0i = ∂0 ξi + ∂i ξ0 − 2Hξi .

(5.16)

In order to proceed further, we have to take various derivatives of the residual wave gauge
condition. Firstly, taking the time derivative of the spatial component of the residual gauge
condition in Eq. (5.15), we obtain
ḡ µν ∂µ ∂ν ∂0 ξi = 2H ḡ kl ∂k ∂l ξi − H∂02 ξi − 2H 2 ∂0 ξi .

(5.17)

Similarly, taking the spatial derivative of the temporal component of the residual gauge
condition in Eq. (5.15), we obtain
ḡ µν ∂µ ∂ν ∂i ξ0 = H∂0 ∂i ξ0 .

(5.18)

Hence, we obtain the following result for the change in the spatial-temporal component of
the gravitational perturbation under diffeomorphism
ḡ µν ∂µ ∂ν δξ e
h0i = ḡ µν ∂µ ∂ν (∂0 ξi + ∂i ξ0 − 2Hξi )

= 2H ḡ kl ∂k ∂l ξi − H∂02 ξi − 2H 2 ∂0 ξi + H∂0 ∂i ξ0 + 2H H∂0 ξi + 2H 2 ξi
= H∂02 ξi + H∂0 ∂i ξ0 − 2H 2 ∂0 ξ i ,


(5.19)

where in arriving at the first line we have used the identities derived in Eq. (5.17) and
Eq. (5.18), respectively. Further, in the second line we have used the result ḡ kl ∂k ∂l ξi =
∂02 ξi − H∂0 ξi − 2H 2 ξi , which follows from Eq. (5.15). Thus, using Eq. (5.16), we finally
obtain the differential equation for the change in the spatial-temporal component of the
gravitational perturbation under diffeomorphism




ḡ µν ∂µ ∂ν δξ e
h0i − H∂0 δξ e
h0i = 0 ,
(5.20)
which is the same of the wave equation satisfied by e
h0i in the absence of any source; see
Eq. (5.10). Hence using the diffeomorphism vector field ξ α , which preserves the wave gauge
condition, we can set e
h0i = 0, outside the matter source.
e of purely temporal and purely spatial
Again, under diffeomorphism, the combination H
part of the gravitational perturbation, transforms as
e = δe
δξ H
h00 + ḡ ij δe
hij = 4∂0 ξ0 ,
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where we have used Eq. (5.12) to compute δe
h00 and ḡ ij δe
hij . Further, using the differential
α
e
equation satisfied by ξ , preserving the wave gauge condition, it can also be shown that δξ H
satisfies the following differential equation




µν
e
e
e=0,
ḡ ∂µ ∂ν δξ H − 3H∂0 δξ H − 2H 2 δξ H
(5.21)
which, upon comparison with Eq. (5.9), turns out to be identical to the wave equation
e outside the source. Thus, we can also set H
e =0
satisfied by the perturbation variable H
outside the source using the diffeomorphism ξ µ , while preserving the gauge condition.
e
To summarize, in addition to Eq. (5.15), we also demand the conditions e
h0i = 0 = H
e = 0 and δξ e
should be preserved under diffeomorphism ξ µ , namely δξ H
h0i = 0, to obtain
∂0 ξ0 = 0 ,

(5.22a)

∂0 ξi + ∂i ξ0 − 2Hξi = 0 .

(5.22b)

These differential equations can be immediately solved, yielding
ξ0 = −(x) ,
h
i

1
1 − e−2Ht ∂i (x) .
ξi = e2Ht ζi (x) +
2H

(5.23a)
(5.23b)

Raising the indices of both the components of the vector field ξ µ , we immediately obtain
ξ 0 = (x) ,

ξ i = δ ij ζj (x) +


1
1 − e−2Ht δ ij ∂i (x) .
2H

(5.24)

As one can explicitly verify, this is identical to the multipole symmetry vector derived earlier
in the context of harmonic gauge; see Eq. (4.11). This demonstrates the internal consistency
of our analysis and the relevance of the multipole symmetry vector field. They do not only
obey the asymptotic fall-off conditions and preserve the harmonic gauge condition, but they
e a suitable combination
further can be used to eliminate the time-space component e
h0i and H,
of the time-time and space-space component of the gravitational perturbation around the de
Sitter background in cosmological coordinates.

6

Multipole structure of the Kerr-de Sitter black hole

The formalism for computing the multipole moments of a compact object in asymptotically
de Sitter spacetime follows closely the method in [37] for asymptotically flat spacetimes. In
this section, we will compute the multipole moments of the Kerr-de Sitter (KdS) black hole
spacetime, which will allow us to show explicitly how the mass and spin multipole moments
for the KdS black hole differ from the Geroch-Hansen moments for Kerr black hole. We
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believe that the explicit expressions for the mass and spin multipole moments of the KdS
black hole are new in the literature.
The key object to compute the multipole moments is the Barnich-Brandt charge [45], or
equivalently the Abbott-Deser charge [44]. In four-dimensional General Relativity, the infinitesimal surface charge δQξ [h; ḡ] associated to the vector field ξ and the linearized solution
hµν around a background spacetime ḡµν is
Z
Z
√
1
1
kξ [h; ḡ] =
−ḡ kξµν [h; ḡ] µναβ dxα ∧ dxβ ,
(6.1)
δQξ [h; ḡ] :=
8π S
32π S
where, the surface charge density kξµν is given by [45]


¯ µh − ∇
¯ σ hµσ +ξσ ∇
¯ ν hµσ + 1 h∇
¯ ν ξ µ −hρν ∇
¯ ρ ξ µ + 1 hσν ∇
¯ µ ξσ + ∇
¯ σ ξ µ . (6.2)
kξµν [h; ḡ] := ξ ν ∇
2
2
In the case of the KdS black hole, the background metric ḡµν is the metric for the de Sitter
spacetime, while hµν is the linearized solution obtained by varying the parameters of the
KdS black hole. We will first provide a brief review of the KdS black hole spacetime, since
it will be extremely useful for our subsequent computation of the multipole moments from
the charges associated with multipole symmetry vector fields.

6.1

Kerr-de Sitter black hole

KdS black hole is an exact solution to the Einstein’s equations with a positive cosmological
constant Λ = 3H 2 > 0 [52, 53]. The metric of the KdS black hole spacetime reads as6

2
2 ρ2
∆r 
ρ2 2 ∆θ
a
r 2 + a2
2
2
2
2
ds = − 2 dt − sin θdφ +
dr +
dθ + 2 sin θ adt −
dφ , (6.3)
ρ
Ξ
∆r
∆θ
ρ
Ξ
where the functions in the metric components are given by
∆r = r2 + a2




1 − H 2 r2 − 2M r,

∆θ = 1 + H 2 a2 cos2 θ,

(6.4a)
(6.4b)

ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ,

(6.4c)

Ξ = 1 + a2 H 2 .

(6.4d)

The KdS black hole is described by three parameters: the mass M , the spin a, and the
Hubble constant H. While we allow the mass M and the spin a to vary, we keep the Hubble
constant H fixed. The de Sitter spacetime (i.e., the background spacetime) is recovered for
M = 0 = a, while the Kerr black hole is recovered for H = 0.
6

See, e.g. the Λ > 0 counterpart of the metric in [54] and references therein for a complete account of
the Kerr-dS and Kerr-AdS black hole thermodynamics. Sometimes, the KdS metric is written with the time
rescaled by Ξ; see, e.g., [55].
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The KdS black hole spacetime is considered as a two-parameter family, since as the parameters M and a change, the metric changes its configuration. The linearized perturbation
hµν , necessary for the computation of the charges can be considered as tangent to the space
of the metric configurations and computed as δgµν := hµν = (∂M gµν )δM + (∂a gµν )δa. This
sets the stage for our subsequent application of our prescription to the KdS black hole and
hence to compute its mass and spin multipole moments.

6.2

Multipole moments of the Kerr-de Sitter black hole

In what follows, we will show how to compute in practice the multipole moments of the KdS
black hole. Here are the main steps:
• First of all, one starts by decomposing in spherical harmonics the multipole symmetry
vectors in Eq. (4.12). The vector fields ξ = {K , L } are named, respectively, the mass
and spin multipole symmetries because they generate the mass and spin multipole
moments of the compact object in the asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes7 ;
• Then, we will choose hµν to be the linearized perturbation of the KdS metric with ḡµν
being the dS background and shall compute the surface charge density, using Eq. (6.2).
Integration of the same over a generic 2-sphere, yields the surface charges, according
to Eq. (6.1). One thus gets the (l, m) modes of the infinitesimal charge δQlm
ξ ;
• The infinitesimal charge mode δQlm
ξ , derived above, is, in general, a function of t and
r. One considers a t = constant time slice and computes the large radius expansion
of the mode δQlm
ξ . Only its finite part (FP) is retained, namely only the coefficient of
0
O(r ) is kept;
• In the final step, one integrates the FP δQlm
ξ over the solution parameters, i.e., over the
parameters m and a, to get the multipole moments Mξlm of the solution. In formulæ,
Mξlm =
6.2.1

FP

r→∞
t=constant

Qlm
ξ .

(6.5)

Spin multipole moments

The first step in the computation of the spin multipole moments is to recall the symmetry
vector associated with spin multipole symmetry, L = −r × ∇(x), written in the same
coordinates as that of the KdS metric. We call L the spin multipole symmetry since it will
7

We also assume that, in the asymptotic regime, the coordinates of the KdS black hole coincide with that
of the cosmological coordinates.
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generate the spin multipole moments. The spherical harmonic decomposition of the spin
multipole symmetry vector field is given by8


1 B φ
l−1
B θ
(6.6)
Ylm ∂φ ,
Llm = Ll r
Ylm ∂θ +
sin θ
where the magnetic-type harmonic vector field
B

1
r × ∇Ylm ,
Ylm = p
l(l + 1)

Ylm

B

Ylm is defined by
s
2l + 1 (l − m)! imφ
= (−1)m
e Plm (θ) ,
4π (l + m)!

(6.7)

with Plm (θ) being the associated Legendre polynomials and Ylm the spherical harmonics. The
normalization factor, Ll , at this stage of the discussion, is not fixed. However, we decide to
adjust it in such a way that we recover the spin multipole moments of the Kerr black hole in
the limit H → 0. Such requirement implies that the normalization factor takes the following
form
√ r
8 π l(2l + 1) (2l − 1)!!
.
(6.8)
Ll =
3
l + 1 (l + 1)!
We now use the expression of the surface charge from Eq. (6.1) and the explicit expression
of the spin multipole symmetry from Eq. (6.6) to compute the spin multipole moments Sl
of the KdS black hole, using Eq. (6.5). It is important to recall that the charge mode Qlm
L
is non-vanishing for l odd and m = 0, and so is the spin multipole moment Sl .
The angular momentum, i.e. the spin dipole moment l = 1, reads as
S1 =

Ma
,
(1 + a2 H 2 )2

(6.9)

in agreement with the known results in the literature [48, 54–56]. Moreover, in the limit
H → 0, we recover the angular momentum of the Kerr black hole.
The higher spin multipole moments are computationally more involved. We report the
exact expressions of the first spin multipole moments in Appendix B.1. It is more instructive
to compute their expressions for small values of the Hubble constant:


28 2 2 25 4 4
3
6
S3 = −M a 1 − a H + a H + O(H ) ,
(6.10a)
15
9


118 2 2 2891 4 4
5
6
S5 = +M a 1 −
aH +
a H + O(H ) ,
(6.10b)
63
1053


17 2 2 513 4 4
7
6
S7 = −M a 1 − a H +
a H + O(H ) ,
(6.10c)
9
187


314 2 2 3751 4 4
9
6
S9 = +M a 1 −
aH +
a H + O(H ) .
(6.10d)
165
1365
8

We choose the convention that L10 = −∂φ .
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For H → 0, they reproduce the well-known Geroch-Hansen’s formulæ for the spin multipole
moments of the Kerr black hole, namely,
lim S2l+1 = (−1)l M a2l+1 .

H→0

(6.11)

Thus the spin multipole moments derived here satisfies the result that all even spin moments
are identically zero. This is because of the reflection symmetry of the KdS spacetime about
the equatorial plane. Note that all the corrections over and above the multipole moments
of the Kerr black hole are dependent on the dimensionless combination (aH), which will be
small if we consider H −1 as the age of our universe. Thus, the effect of the cosmological
constant on the spin multipole moments are negligible. We will analyze the situation for the
mass multipole moments in a while.
6.2.2

Mass multipole moments

The mass multipole symmetry vector reads as K = (x)∂t +(1/2H)(1−e−2Ht )∇(x)−Hxi ∂i ,
which admits a spherical harmonic decomposition of the form


1 θ
1
1 r
φ
l
χ ∂φ − Hδl1 ∂r .
(6.12)
Klm = Kl r Ylm ∂t + χlm ∂r + 2 χlm ∂θ + 2
r
r
r sin θ lm
The spatial vector field χlm , whose components appear explicitly in the above expression, is
a certain linear combination of the electric-type vector harmonic, defined as E Ylm = r∇Ylm ,
and the radial-type vector harmonic, R Ylm = nYlm , such that

 p
1
χlm =
l(l + 1) E Ylm + l R Ylm .
(6.13)
1 − e−2Ht
2H
After computing the surface charge given in Eq. (6.1), associated to the mass multipole
symmetry, the mass multipole moments are non-vanishing for l even and m = 0. Thus the
mass multipole moments are denoted by Ml . Moreover, we demand that the normalization
factor Kl in the mass multipole symmetry is such that we recover the Geroch-Hansen’s mass
moments for Kerr black hole. This implies that
 l/2+1 
√ √
2
(2l − 1)!!
,
(6.14)
Kl = π 2l + 1
Nl/2+1
l!
and Nl obeys the following recursive relation for l ≥ 2,
Nl+2 = −2

(17 − 12l)Nl+1 + 10(l − 2)Nl
,
7l − 9

(6.15)

with initial conditions N1 = 1 and N2 = 4.
Following this strategy outlined above, the mass of the KdS black hole, i.e., the monopole
l = 0 mode takes the form
M
,
(6.16)
M0 =
1 + a2 H 2
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which reproduces the de Sitter analogue of the mass for the Kerr-AdS black hole obtained
in [54],9 and gives the correct expression for the mass of the Kerr black holes for H = 0. The
mass quadrupole, as expected, is time independent and it is given by
M2 = −

M a2
.
1 + a2 H 2

(6.17)

The exact expressions of the higher mass multipole moments can be found in Appendix B.2.
For small values of the Hubble constant, they read as


4
47a2 + 44t2 2
4
3
M4 = +M a 1 + Ht −
H + O(H ) ,
(6.18a)
5
55


6
7a2 + 30t2 2
6
3
M6 = −M a 1 + Ht −
H + O(H ) ,
(6.18b)
7
35


8
9a2 − 152t2 2
8
3
H + O(H ) .
(6.18c)
M8 = +M a 1 + Ht +
9
171
As evident from the above expressions, for H → 0, we recover the well-known GerochHansen’s formulæ for the mass multipole moments of the Kerr black hole
lim M2l = (−1)l M a2l .

H→0

(6.19)

Notice that, owing to the reflection symmetry of the KdS spacetime about the equatorial
plane, only the even order mass moments are non-zero.
We conclude this section with an interesting outcome from the mass multipole moments
computation. While the H → 0 limit, or the static limit, of M2l gives the Hansen’s mass
moments for the Kerr black hole, there exists another limit, which may be of interest. It is
indeed true that except for the first two, all the other higher order mass moments are time
dependent and the time variable enters the expressions via the exponential function e−2Ht ,
typical of the de Sitter dynamics; see Appendix B.2. One can therefore perform the late-time
limit, i.e., Ht → ∞. In this case, one has
M a2
,
Ht→∞
1 + a2 H 2
7 M a4
lim M4 = +
,
Ht→∞
5 1 + a2 H 2
10 M a6
lim M6 = −
,
Ht→∞
7 1 + a2 H 2
13 M a8
lim M8 = +
.
Ht→∞
9 1 + a2 H 2
lim M2 = −

9

(6.20a)
(6.20b)
(6.20c)
(6.20d)

Notice that we could have also rescaled the time coordinate by Ξ in the KdS metric, see Eq. (6.3), and
obtain M0 = M/(1 + a2 H 2 )2 to match with some earlier results in the literature [48, 55, 56]. This is a
trivial modification in the computation and it does not affect the validity of our prescription. Moreover,
though the H → 0 limit is left untouched, any time-dependent rescaling affects O(H n ) corrections to the
Geroch-Hansen’s mass moments.
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While the quadrupole mass moment is the same in both the static and late-time limits,
higher mass multipole moments differ by a numerical factor. More precisely, they can be
recast as
K̃l (−1)l M a2l
,
(6.21)
lim M2l =
Ht→∞
2l + 1 1 + a2 H 2
with K̃l satisfying the recursive relation: K̃l+2 = −2K̃l+1 − K̃l , with initial conditions K̃1 =
−3, K̃2 = 7, K̃3 = −10, for l ≥ 4. It is straightforward to define a different normalization
factor in the mass multipole symmetry (see Eq. (6.14)), such that Kl → (2l + 1)Kl /K̃l to get
rid of the numerical factor and obtain, in the late-time limit, the Hansen’s mass moments
rescaled by the factor Ξ = 1 + a2 H 2 . In the asymptotically flat case, for which H → 0, the
Hansen’ mass moments are recovered.

7

Discussion and concluding remarks

We have addressed the problem of computing the gravitational multipole moments of a compact object, living in an asymptotically de Sitter spacetime. Since the standard approaches
of computing the gravitational multipole moments relies heavily on the asymptotic flatness,
they could not be used in computing the moments for asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes.
We achieved our results by using the method proposed in [37] to compute the multipole
moments by means of Noether charges associated with specific residual harmonic gauge
transformations.
The application of the Noether charge technique to compute gravitational multipole moments in asymptotically de Sitter spacetime requires one to implement the following steps:
(a) Expressing the de Sitter spacetime in harmonic gauge, (b) Finding out the symmetry
vector field, generating residual gauge transformations in the de Sitter spacetime, expressed
in harmonic gauge, (c) Checking the consistency of the symmetry vector field with the
corresponding one associated with linear gravitational perturbations around the de Sitter
background. All these lead to a unique vector field that depends on the spherical harmonic
decomposition of a function (x), satisfying Laplace’s equation. This vector field can be
decomposed into three parts — (i) K , generating mass multipole moments, (ii) L , generating spin multipole moments and (iii) P , which does not provide any further independent
multipole moments in General Relativity.
Following this strategy, in section 3 we provide the transformation of the de Sitter metric
expressed in the cosmological coordinates to the harmonic coordinates. To our knowledge,
such a transformation of the de Sitter metric to the harmonic coordinates has not been
attempted before. Having transformed the de Sitter metric to the harmonic form, we derive
the diffeomorphism vector field respecting the harmonic gauge as well as the asymptotic
fall-off condition Eq. (4.1). The expression for the resulting multipole symmetries are given
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in Eq. (4.12). In addition, this vector fields can also be used to eliminate the non-dynamical
components of the linear gravitational perturbation around the de Sitter background in
cosmological coordinates. Incidentally, we provide an analysis of the linear gravitational
perturbation of the de Sitter spacetime in the cosmological coordinates and the associated
appropriate gauge condition, referred to as the wave gauge.
The above formalism allows us to compute the gravitational multipole moments of any
compact object in asymptotically de Sitter spacetime. The charges associated to the abovementioned multipole symmetries are the key objects from which we can extract the multipole
moments. As an example of this procedure, we consider the case of the Kerr-de Sitter
black hole spacetime and following the prescription outlined in section 6, we compute the
mass and spin multipole moments of the Kerr-de Sitter black hole. It turns out that the
mass (monopole mass moment) and the angular momentum (dipole spin moment) reproduce
earlier results in the literature. However, the higher order mass and spin multipole moments
for Kerr-de Sitter spacetime do not exist in the literature, and are discussed in this work for
the first time. It turns out that the spin moments involve additional corrections over and
above the Kerr moments, depending on the dimensionless combination aH. Since for the
present epoch H ∼ (age of universe)−1 , the corrections depending on various powers of the
combination aH are supposed to be negligible. On the other hand, except for the quadrupole
mass moment, all the higher order mass moments are time dependent and depends on various
powers of the combination aH as well as Ht, over and above the Kerr mass moments. It
is assuring that in the H → 0 limit, we recover the mass and spin moments of the Kerr
spacetime. The higher order mass moments, though complicated, in the late time limit
(Ht → ∞) takes a very simple form. Notice that the mass moments of the Kerr-de Sitter
black hole in the late time limit is very much related to the Kerr mass moments, except
for some overall normalization factor. It is worthwhile to mention that, even though aH
is small, since in the present epoch Ht ∼ O(1), there can be significant departure of the
mass moments from that of the Kerr black hole. Since these moments directly affect various
gravitational wave observables, e.g., the energy emitted by gravitational waves, there can be
some observational consequences, which we wish to explore in a future work.
Let us finally conclude with some future directions. To date, the geometrical GerochHansen formalism is applicable only to stationary and asymptotically flat spacetimes. A few
attempts exist in the literature to extend the formalism to asymptotic non-flat cases, see
e.g. [42], where multipole moments of spacetimes with NUT charges has been computed. In
line with these developments, it would be interesting to develop a formalism à la GerochHansen for asymptotically (anti-)de Sitter spacetimes. Additionally, a method to compute
the multipole moments for radiating spacetimes, following the approach of Thorne, is also
non-existent in literature for asymptotically (anti-)de Sitter spacetimes. A possible extension
of the same to the (anti-)de Sitter spacetimes will prove very useful for various gravitational24

wave-related implications. These will also provide other independent methods, than the one
presented in this work, to compute the multipole structure of the Kerr-(anti-)de Sitter black
hole spacetime. It is also important to ask, whether the formalism developed here can be
successfully applied to investigate the complex multipole structure, and its related properties,
of neutron stars and exotic objects, such as boson stars and fuzzball configurations. Finally,
it will be very interesting to investigate the relation between the multipole symmetries for
asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes and the adiabatic modes in cosmology; see, e.g., [57–59].
We will come back to these further applications elsewhere.
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A

de Sitter in harmonic coordinates

In this Appendix, we provide the explicit coordinate transformations from static and global
coordinates to harmonic ones for the de Sitter spacetime.

A.1

From static to harmonic coordinates

The de Sitter spacetime has already been expressed in the static coordinates (T, R, θ, φ) in
Eq. (2.5):


dr2
 + R2 dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 .
(A.1)
ds2 = − 1 − H 2 R2 dT 2 +
1 − H 2 R2
As one can explicitly check, the metric indeed solves the Einstein’s field equations with a
positive cosmological constant term, Λ ≡ 3H 2 . It is also straightforward to check that the
de Sitter metric in the static coordinates does not obey the harmonic gauge condition, i.e.,
√
∂µ ( −gg µν ) 6= 0. In what follows, we will depict an explicit coordinate transformation
taking the de Sitter spacetime from static coordinates to the harmonic ones.
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The strategy to arrive at the harmonic coordinates is to first introduce the Cartesian
coordinates, i.e., consider the following coordinate transformation
x = R cos φ sin θ,

y = R sin φ sin θ,

z = R cos θ,

(A.2)

so that the line element becomes,
2

2

ds = − 1 − H R

2




H 2 R2
dT + δij +
ni nj dxi dxj ,
1 − H 2 R2
2



(A.3)

where ni = xi /R is the radial unit vector. The second and the final step consists of a
coordinates transformation xµ → x̄µ (xα ), such that g x̄µ = 0, where gµν is the metric given
in Eq. (A.3). To achieve the second step, we introduce a new radial coordinate r̄ = f (R),
such that
t̄ = T ,

x̄ = f (R) cos φ sin θ ,

ȳ = f (R) sin φ sin θ ,

z̄ = f (R) cos θ.

(A.4)

The harmonic gauge condition g x̄µ = 0, when applied on the above set of coordinates,
yields the following second order ordinary differential equation for the function f (r)



d
2
2 2 df (R)
R 1−H R
− 2f (R) = 0,
(A.5)
dR
dR
whose most general solution is





1
β
1
1
−1
f (R) = α 1 + 2 2 +
1 + 2 2 tanh (HR) −
,
H R
4
H R
HR

α, β ∈ R.

(A.6)

In order fix the constants of integration α and β, we need to impose appropriate boundary
conditions. We demand the following condition on the function f (R), namely
f (R = 1/H) = 1/H,

(A.7)

which provides the following expressions for the coefficients: α = 1/(2H) and β = 0. Thus,
in the new system of coordinate (t̄, x̄, ȳ, z̄), the de Sitter metric in the static patch reads,
ds2 = −2

(H r̄ − 1) 2 1
1
dr̄2
dt̄ +
(δij − n̄i n̄j ) dx̄i dx̄j . (A.8)
2+
2
2
2H r̄ − 1
2 (H r̄ − 1) (2H r̄ − 1)
H r̄ (2H r̄ − 1)

As one can explicitly check that, through a lengthy but straightforward algebra, the above
metric element indeed satisfies the harmonic gauge condition.

A.2

From global to harmonic coordinates

Another useful coordinate system for de Sitter spacetime is the global coordinate system
(τ, χ, θ, φ) with the line element given by Eq. (2.1):
ds2 = −dτ 2 +

 2

1
2
2
2
2
2
cosh
(Hτ
)
dχ
+
sin
χ
dθ
+
sin
θdφ
.
H2
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(A.9)

√
In global coordinates, we obtain −g = (1/H 3 ) cosh3 (Hτ ) sin2 χ sin θ and hence one gets

√
−gg µν =diag − H −3 cosh3 (Hτ ) sin2 χ sin θ, H −1 cosh(Hτ ) sin2 χ sin θ,

−1
−1
H cosh(Hτ ) sin θ, H cosh(Hτ )cosecθ .
(A.10)
As one can check, the global coordinate system defined above does not satisfy the harmonic
√
gauge condition, i.e., ∂µ ( −gg µν ) 6= 0. Thus, we need to find out a new set of coordinates
which satisfies the harmonic gauge condition and for that purpose, the following coordinate
transformation becomes useful
τ̄ = f (τ ),

x̄ = g(χ) sin θ cos φ,

ȳ = g(χ) sin θ sin φ,

z̄ = g(χ) cos θ.

(A.11)

In order for these coordinates to obey the harmonic gauge condition, we need them to satisfy
√
√
the following differential equation: (1/ −g)∂α ( −gg αβ )∂β x̄µ = 0, where gαβ is the metric
introduced in Eq. (2.1). From the time component of the above differential equation, we
obtain the following ordinary differential equation for the function f (τ )
d2 f
df
+ 3H tanh(Hτ )
= 0.
2
dτ
dτ

(A.12)

The first integral of the above differential equation yields, (df /dτ ) = A sech3 (Hτ ), whose
further integration yields





1
Hτ
1
−1
τ̄ = B + A
tan
tanh
+
sech(Hτ ) tanh(Hτ ) .
(A.13)
H
2
2H
If we impose the condition τ̄ = 0, when τ = 0, then it follows that we can set the coefficients
such that A = 1 and B = 0, thereby providing the desired relation between the harmonic
gauge time coordinate τ̄ and the global time coordinate τ . On the other hand, imposing the
harmonic gauge condition on the coordinate x̄, we obtain the following differential equation
for the function g(χ) as


d
2 dg
sin χ
− 2g = 0.
(A.14)
dχ
dχ
with solution g(χ) = Acosec2 χ+Bcosec2 χ{(χ/2)−(1/4) sin(2χ)}. Setting A = 1 and B = 0,
we obtain the following line element for de Sitter spacetime in the global patch in harmonic
coordinate system




cosh2 (Hτ )
4 − 3r̄
6
2
2
ds = − cosh (Hτ )dτ̄ +
δij +
n̄i n̄j dx̄i dx̄j ,
(A.15)
H 2 r̄3
4(r̄ − 1)
p
where, r̄ = x̄2 + ȳ 2 + z̄ 2 and n̄i = (1/r̄)x̄i . One can check that the metric element above
indeed satisfies the harmonic gauge condition. Thus we have found out the set of coordinates
in which even the global patch of the de Sitter spacetime can be converted to harmonic gauge.
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B

Mass and spin moments of Kerr-de Sitter black hole

We list the exact analytic expressions of the first mass and spin multipole moments of the
Kerr-de Sitter black hole. The function Li2 (z), appearing in the spin multipole moments,
is the poly-logarithm function of order two. It can be represented by the power series
P∞ k 2
Li2 (z) =
k=1 z /k . The computation has been performed with the use of Riemanian
Geometry and Tensor Calculus package developed by Sotirios Bonanos and the Surface
Charges package developed by Geoffrey Compère.
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B.1

Spin multipole moments

Here are the exact expressions of the spin multipole moments S2l+1 for l = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
(
525 + 1038a2 H 2 + 601a4 H 4
S3 = −M a3
96a4 H 4 (1 + a2 H 2 )2
(525 + 373a2 H 2 ) arctan(aH)
96a5 H 5
)
35i [Li2 (iaH) − Li2 (−iaH)]
,
−
32a3 H 3
−

(
S5 = M a5

(B.1a)

72765 + 218295a2 H 2 + 219255a4 H 4 + 74365a6 H 6 + 1664a8 H 8
1152a8 H 8 (1 + a2 H 2 )2

(8085 + 10780a2 H 2 + 3623a4 H 4 ) arctan(aH)
−
128a9 H 9 )
385i [Li2 (iaH) − Li2 (−iaH)]
,
(B.1b)
−
64a5 H 5
(
7
S7 = −M a7
(5521230 + 18758025a2 H 2 + 24083631a4 H 4
12
12
49152a H 1 + a2 H 2 )2

+ 13962747a6 H 6 + 3105671a8 H 8 − 8192a10 H 10 + 8192a12 H 12

5(2576574 + 4459455a2 H 2 + 2432430a4 H 4 + 460013a6 H 6 ) arctan(aH)
13 13
16384a
) H
225225i [Li2 (iaH) − Li2 (−iaH)]
,
(B.1c)
−
8192a7 H 7
−

(
S9 = M a9

1
×
17203200a16 H 16 1 + a2 H 2 )2
× (176849597925 + 683124917475a2 H 2 + 1032894122260a4 H 4

+ 768754011740a6 H 6 + 287149590415a8 H 8 + 45062550345a10 H 10

+ 38535168a12 H 12 − 5505024a14 H 14 + 19038208a16 H 16
1
1010569131 + 2219289072a2 H 2 + 1664466804a4 H 4
−
17
17
98304a H

+ 512143632a6 H 6 + 66269153a8 H 8 arctan(aH)
)
969969i [Li2 (iaH) − Li2 (−iaH)]
−
,
(B.1d)
8192a9 H 9
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B.2

Mass multipole moments

Here are the exact expressions of the mass multipole moments M2l for l = {2, 3, 4}.
21 e−2Ht
7/5
+
×
1 + a2 H 2 32 a9 H 9



o
× 5aH 21 + 11a2 H 2 − 3 35 + 30a2 H 2 + 3a4 H 4 arctan(aH) ,
n 10/7
1287 e−2Ht
M6 = −M a6
−
(1 − a2 H 2 )×
1 + a2 H 2 1280 a13 H 13


× − 7aH 165 + 170a2 H 2 + 33a4 H 4

o
+ 5 231 + 5a2 H 2 (63 + 21a2 H 2 + a4 H 4 ) arctan(aH) ,
(
13/9
2431 e−2Ht
8
M8 = M a
−
(1 − a2 H 2 + a4 H 4 )×
2
2
17
17
1+a H
28672 a H

× − aH(225225 + 345345a2 H 2 + 147455a4 H 4 + 15159a6 H 6 )

M4 = M a 4

n

(B.2a)

(B.2b)

)
+ 35(6435 + 12012a H + 6930a H + 1260a H + 35a H ) arctan(aH) .
2

2

4

4

6

6

8

8

(B.2c)
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